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Get acquainted with the planet of Karma!You’ve read countless astrology guides that claim to
change your life; advice about when to get married, when to have kids, how to land your dream
job, when misfortune is around the corner, and when to invest in the stock market.But what
about something deeper? Advice steeped in the rich mysticism of ancient India, from a long-
forgotten age when the stars truly guided humanity. Our ancestors sought answers in the
constellations, seeking spirituality and meaning in their lives. Astrology is still revered in India
and sought by millions worldwide to help guide them in their day-to-day lives and spiritual
journeys.This is a book about Vedic astrology and how it originated, taking you through the many
complex mysteries of its methods and predictions. Most of all, it is about Saturn, one of the most
respected astrological planets. What makes Saturn so powerful in predictions conveyed by the
stars? How can you take charge of your life to avoid the arrows of misfortune flung by Saturn?
How can you get rid of bad karma before it overwhelms you?You will find all of the answers in
this book. You will discover:How Saturn is a stern teacher and manifestation of your
karmaSaturn’s astrological profile and how it works with your birth chartThe good astrological
houses to seek, the bad ones to avoid, and how Saturn can help youThe best planetary
combinations Saturn has to offer to bring you energy and luckA bonus section on special yoga
postures to unblock your inhibited pressures, with special application to Saturn's needsHow to
ensure Saturn keeps smiling on you in all that you do and seekOnce you gain a deeper
understanding of Saturn, you’ll see this planet is a wise teacher that values what you need over
what you want.Get your copy of this guide now, and embark on this wonderful journey of
knowledge and enlightenment.
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IntroductionPerhaps you are fascinated by karma, and you want to find a way to reduce its
burden on you so you can live your life to the fullest. You may have even browsed the internet or
books, only to be frustrated by what you found. There are so many articles by “experts” who are
enthusiastic in their “take” on the subject – but these go on and on about minute details you don't
care about or espouse a very narrow perspective that turns you off. Often, these experts don't
even know the subject about which they are talking. Many articles are short; you have to spend



hours in frustration looking through them all to find relevant information. Or perhaps you've
checked out Wikipedia, only to find it heavily sanitized and all too brief, leaving you wanting
more.Not here!We have taken care to lay out the basics in very simple but profound terms,
quenching your thirst for karma and what it means to you.Are you interested in astrology and
want to know more about Saturn's importance? We can’t get enough on the topic. In fact, check
out the other books on astrology in our series—Venus (check out what it means for your love
life!), Uranus (how to manage change and the stress in your life), Pluto (handy for transforming
yourself into the person you want to be), Mercury (how to communicate and link to your loved
ones), and Chiron, the “wounded healer” asteroid (how to stay in terrific physical health).How
does a ringed, faraway giant like Saturn relate to karma? The answers will fascinate you. You’ll
learn how its origins as a Greek God found its way into Roman legend, which in turn was
borrowed by Hindu mythology, ending with Vedic astrology! Which special groups of houses
does Saturn prefer? With all the zodiac signs, ruling planets, and the Twelve Houses, Vedic
Astrology can seem incomprehensible to the uninitiated because of its hundreds of possible
permutations. A beginner’s guide will not turn you into an expert, just as a medical book like
Gray's Anatomy can't make you a doctor. But we will explain the opening concepts clearly and
concisely, so the knowledge you gain is valuable and applicable to your life. For fans of Western
astrology, we’ll discuss the similarities and differences so you can enjoy the best of both worlds.
Vedic astrology is steeped in myths and folklore you will find fascinating and useful.Dive in, and
enjoy!

Chapter 1: Saturn: The Manifestation of Our KarmaSaturn is known as a Roman God as well as
a plant. In fact, the second biggest planet in our solar system is named after Saturn, and he is
revered in many cultures. In Greece, he was worshipped as the Greek God Cronus, and when
the Romans invaded Greece, they renamed him Saturn. In Hinduism, he (both the god and the
planet) is named Shani.Did you know that Vedic mythology in Hinduism considers Saturn to be
the son of the Sun? While ancient cultures each see Saturn a little differently, many interesting
threads connect to make Saturn the inevitable manifestation of our karma.In Greek mythology,
Cronus was the God of Time, often shown with a sickle—but why? In all ancient civilizations,
agriculture was vital for survival. The sickle symbolizes harvest, turning crops into food for
hungry families. And what does agriculture represent? This fundamental industry marks the
passing of seasons, which in turn reflects the passage of time.The Sun controls the seasons.
When the Sun pulled away from the crops during fall, it was time for harvest. When winter
ended, and the Sun drew closer to give more warmth, it was time to plant crops. In a sense, the
Sun both marked time and gave a call to action, for it was time to plant or harvest.While the Sun
sets out time, his son, Saturn—according to Vedic mythology—judges your actions in the
different timeframes that determine karma. “Karm” is the Sanskrit word for “action” (Sanskrit is
the oldest language in India and gave birth to its modern and most popular language, Hindi).
There are three types of karma—sanchita, prarabdha, and agami. Sanchita means accumulated



actions (the past), prarabdha means ripe or fructifying actions (the past that affects the present),
and agami means future actions. All those definitions relate to time. Which planet better than
Saturn to be the planet of karma?Simply put, karma is a matter of cause and effect. Our
perception of time is important in determining the consequences of our actions through cause
and effect. Saturn is a very strict judge of our actions. But, if you embrace Saturn as a strict but
wise teacher, you can discipline your actions to reap the maximum benefit from your choices. If
you make decisions with the intent of bringing happiness and justice to yourself and others, you
will be rewarded with Saturn's blessing.Roman mythology explains that Saturn seeks power to
maintain the cyclic course of time and seasons. Interestingly (and sometimes confusingly), the
slow passage of time transformed Cronus into Saturn. When the Romans invaded Greece, they
renamed him, giving him the Roman name Saturn. However, it is likely the Romans mixed up the
Greek spelling of Cronus versus Chronos, because in Greek, “Chrono” (Χρόνος) means time.
That’s why “Father Time,” a popular symbol or character in Western civilization, is shown with a
scythe—because of the conflation of the God of Harvest (Cronus) and the God of Time
(Chronos). Eventually, the scythe, an agricultural tool, came to represent time. In some fables,
the Grim Reaper, a dreadful figure representing death, also carries a scythe. You would be
forgiven for thinking the scythe symbolizes the end and death, and over time it has come to
symbolize death, but it originally represents harvest time and the reaping of crops (life-force or
the soul) to leave lands vacant for another season. In essence, it is about rebirth.This God
Saturn may have been granted his name because he was sate (satisfied) with time. Having
overthrown his father, he heard a prophecy that his sons would, in turn, overthrow him.
According to myth, Saturn devoured each son as he was born to prevent that prophecy from
happening. Pretty gruesome to imagine, right? Let’s move on to Hindu mythology, where the
story of Saturn undergoes many drastic changes, as often happens when legends are
transmitted from one culture to another through oral history. We already talked about Shani
being the Hindu equivalent of Saturn. Shani is strongly linked to karma because he is the son of
Surya (the Sun) and the shadow of Surya's wife, Saranyu. As myth explains, Saranyu often left
the house because she could not bear the fire of Surya—the Sun. To make sure her presence
was still felt, she left her shadow behind her. And the Sun God Surya made her shadow—named
Chhaya—his mistress, and she bore his son, Shani. Because he was born of a black shadow,
Shani is depicted in illustrations as very dark-skinned.Due to this affair, Shani left his father
when he came of age and harbored resentment against him. This may explain why Shani—
Saturn—is a harsh teacher. He was born of bad karma, but he knows that bad karma can always
be supplemented by good karma if one works hard enough to lead a good life. This background
helps you understand more about Saturn's difficult start to life and why you may be
apprehensive about his exacting standards, but you can also see he is fair and will reward hard
work.Just as Saturn led to the naming of Saturday in the Roman calendar, Shani led to the name
of the same day in the Hindu calendar, Shanivara.Saturn is considered the planet of democracy.
Thus, leaders who earn their positions through votes tend to do well with a strong Saturn in their



astrological charts. Jupiter was once a factor in leadership because it represented kings,
queens, and royalty. As democracy took hold in recent eras, Saturn, in astrology, has taken on
an even greater significance in world affairs. Even today, Indian astrologers unearth birth charts
to predict the fortunes of national politicians and the outcomes of elections.The Influence of
Ancient Greek Astrology on Vedic AstrologyAncient Greek astrology influenced Vedic astrology,
which is probably why Roman influence made its way into designating Shani as the near-replica
of the Saturn God. According to Japanese researcher Michio Yano, the first evidence of Greek
astrology introduced into India was in the early centuries after 1 CE. This was discovered in the
ancient Sanskrit astrology text Yavanajataka, literally “Sayings of the Greeks.” It was translated
from Greek to Sanskrit. It was one of the earliest works referencing Western astrology and
followed other ancient Western texts.For example, Yavanajataka contained this excerpt, which
experts have identified as clearly arising from Greek astrology: The seventh place from the
ascendant, the descendent, is called jamitra (diametros) in the language of the Greeks, the tenth
from the ascendant, the mid-heaven, they say, is the mesurana (mesouranema). (Chapter 1/49,
The Yavanajataka of Sphujidhvaja)Subsequent works on Roman astrology arrived within the
next few centuries, namely the Paulisa Siddhanta (Doctrine of Pau) and the Romaka Siddhanta
(Doctrine of the Roman). One ancient Indian astrologer who praised these Western texts was
Varahamihira, who learned the Greek language and praised the Greeks for being “well trained in
the sciences.” You could say, at its historical juncture, Vedic astrology was influenced by other
cultures and not wholly developed within the Indian subcontinent.It would be impossible to
pinpoint exactly how the Cronus of Greek mythology and astrology (God of Harvest) transmuted
into Saturn (also the God of Harvest) and, in turn, became personified by the Hindu God Shani
(God of Karma, Justice, and Retribution). However, we can see how shared learning between
ancient civilizations gave rise to this fascinating development.Saturn: The TaskmasterSo far,
we’ve seen how mythology created the power and aura of Saturn. Yes, Saturn can be difficult,
but he can ultimately be rewarding, just as all hard life lessons seem to be. Saturn’s reliance on
the discipline of time requires you to make choices. Now that you're here, what do you do today?
Tomorrow? To us, time can seem unlimited, yet there are consequences when we prioritize.
When you take a hard look at your goals and make tough decisions, it may be painful, but the
choices you make today will align well with Saturn's discerning eye. Think of it as tough love,
which sets you on a better path.The key is commitment and discipline. You need to train your
brain and thought processes, just as you would train your body. And, similar to going to the gym,
you may not see the fruition of your efforts at first, but this is a journey and not a change in
mindset. Are you willing to set aside your daily distractions and stick to the bigger goal? That’s
what Saturn will demand from you. Once you have satisfied Saturn and have done the best you
can, it can become a most benevolent planet. Push aside the doubts spread by those naysayers
who claim Saturn is a dreaded planet in astrology. Saturn doesn't deserve that reputation. Saturn
is often misunderstood, but you will find it an important part of your life's journey if you continue
to explore your karma.In Greek mythology, Sisyphus was a doomed man harshly punished by



the Gods, doomed to eternally roll a huge boulder up the side of a mountain, only to see it roll
back to the bottom. He repeated this futile labor day after day with no end in sight. One solution
suggested by a present-day German author was for Sisyphus to break off a chunk off the
mountain each time he reached the top. According to this thinking, Sisyphus would level the
mountain over an eternity, and the boulder would no longer roll down. Thus, Sisyphus would
prove his worth by literally “moving a mountain” to accomplish his goal. Are you willing to put in
such effort to “move a mountain”?If you have had many bad habits in your past or present, they
can lead to bad karma. But there is hope! If you embrace Saturn and slowly adopt good habits,
you will attain a fruitful life and benefit from positive returns. Saturn will push you to your limits
and help you remember that life's lessons are not punishments but, rather, valuable gems of
knowledge for you to learn and use.How to Worship Saturn (Shani)Many Indians seeking to
balance their karma follow the underlying theoretical principles of karma and worship Shani as a
deity, hoping that Shani will be appeased. Remember that Shani the God represents Saturn the
planet, so when you worship Shani, you worship both the god and his planet.One way to honor
Lord Shani is to offer mustard oil and sesame seeds on a copper spoon to an idol at a place of
worship dedicated to this God. (Shani loves taking baths in mustard oil). When you do this, the
appropriate chant is Om Praam Preem Proum Sah Shanaischaraya Namah (Ode to Lord Shani
to be in my favor and calm my senses). Another mantra for Saturn translates in English as—I
bow down to slow-moving Saturn, whose complexion is dark blue like nilanjana ointment. The
elder brother of Lord Yamaraj is born from the Sun god and his wife, Chhay. In Sanskrit, it is
worded as Nilañjana-samabhasam ravi-putram yamagrajam; chaya-martanda-sambhutam tam
namami shaishcharam.Lord Shani disavows superficiality and therefore seeks cunning.
Although unpopular among the general populace, this means crows have a special place in his
heart because those birds are intelligent. If you feed a crow on the day of the week set aside for
his worship, Saturday, you may earn some positive karma. It’s been said crows are your
ancestors in spirit, and they volunteer to take away your negative karma when you feed them. To
end your day, you could pour mustard oil on a few leaves of Shani's favorite tree, the sacred fig,
and worship this type of tree before sunrise. And wear rings with brilliant blue sapphires—which
combines Shani’s favorite gem and color!Lord Hanuman once saved Shani from misfortune.
Thus, Shani smiles upon any effort to honor his savior. If you devote yourself to Lord Hanuman
and Lord Shani, this will help to balance your karma. Shani also approves the worship of Lord
Ganesha, the elephant-headed God.Being the Lord of Justice and Karma, Shani approves of
any means of donating to the poor and disadvantaged. Donating to those in need seeking
nothing in return is one way to increase your positive karma energy, which will meet his favor.
He’s also strict about order, which extends to the tidiness of your living quarters. Therefore, if you
clean up your clutter, he will be favorably predisposed to award you relief from bad karma. This
can apply to negative thoughts too, which should be purged from your mind as they cause
unnecessary distraction and can lead to unhappiness. Simplicity is good—try to focus on what
remains after you take out the trivial, and you'll discover what is important.How Does Astrology



Affect Our Karma?By now, you may be asking, Saturn aside, why do the stars and planets affect
our karma? That is a very good question and is answered by the cosmic law of synchronicity.
The planets revolve around the sun, so do the electrons around the nucleus in the atom. The
universe follows this fundamental law, setting out cosmic patterns. And so do we. When you
were born, the planetary paths determined your karma (destiny). What is macrocosmic is also
reflected at the microcosmic level.However, astrology cannot see everything. It is only a guide.
For example, if you get your time of birth wrong, then your predictions will be wrong, too. The
best astrologer can only see the patterns, and they must be humble enough not to claim they
know everything. Astrology is an art form, not a science. If you practice it repeatedly, each
subsequent attempt at a deeper level, you will appreciate its nuances and its patterns and be
able to benefit from it more immensely over time to bring about a happier life for yourself and
those around you. The best Vedic astrologers are those who practice its principles deeply by
meditating and believing in karma. The mandate is to help you achieve your spiritual path and
nothing more. Also, we must respect the basic human principle of “free will.” If astrologists could
predict our life paths down to the minute, we are no better than automatons. The task of an
astrologist is to set the goals, not the path through life, and warn us of obstacles to be overcome
and opportunities to be seized.In the book “Astrology of the Seers,” the author states the planets
are no more than points of light in a vast energy network. Intricately connected by unseen lines
of force, the astrological planets link the entire solar system into a single, vital organism. To us, in
the night sky, planets appear like small points of light. Yet, there is much we can't see. Their
energy fields surge over the earth's crust, forming life everywhere and shaping destiny. The
planets are like referees in a soccer match, keeping an eye on both actions on the playing field
and watching the clock as the game progresses. The planets also monitor order, like referees
enforce the rules of soccer.Saturn is the last of the planets seen with the naked eye. Back when
Vedic astrology started, they didn't have telescopes. Saturn takes close to thirty years to orbit the
Sun and is easily distinguished from the other planets by its striking rings. That’s why Saturn is
one of the astrological planets in Vedic astrology, not Neptune, Uranus, or Pluto, which cannot
be seen with the naked eye.Eastern vs. Western AstrologyYou know those “Daily Horoscope”
features found in newspapers in Europe and the United States? Those have nothing at all to do
with Vedic astrology. It should be remembered that Western astrology and Vedic astrology have
very different bases, and the Vedic model is far more accurate. For example, both Vedic
astrology and Western astrology, for the past 2,000 years, have monitored the ecliptic paths of
the planets but diverged when Vedic astrology started accounting for the Earth’s wobble in its
spin on its axis; Western astrology does not incorporate this adjustment. The Earth’s wobble
takes 26,000 years to complete, resulting in a shift in the Earth’s ecliptic plane by about one
degree every 72 years. Over thousands of years, the ecliptic plane has shifted enough to render
the old ecliptic plane no longer a true cosmic model. Vedic astrology did well in recognizing this
gradual but fundamental shift, so its forecasts are far more accurate.Vedic astrology uses a
complex set of inputs, all measurable:The nine heavenly bodies: Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury,



Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, and the two nodes of the moon, Rahu and Ketu.Twelve signs of the
zodiac.Twenty-seven lunar constellations, each spanning 13 degrees and 20 minutes (the
nakshatras, which we will explore later).In comparison, Western astrology is not nearly as
detailed. Western astrology is focused on the Sun, which changes its sign once a month, while
Vedic astrology uses the Moon, which changes its sign every 2.25 days, leading to more
accuracy.

Chapter 2: Karmic Debts: The Principle of KarmaThe Various Types of KarmaMany of us in
Western civilization have a passing familiarity with karma. You’ve probably seen popular movies
or shows with the spoken line, “It was karma.” Other similar sayings (said in passing without the
deep appreciation of the true meaning of karma) are “what goes around, comes around,” "he
had it coming,” or “it’s payback time.” However, karma is a lot more complex than that.As
previously mentioned, there are three main types of karma, loosely categorized as past, present,
and future: sanchita, prarabdha, and agami. Sanchita is stored karma from the past and will take
effect in the future. Prarabdha is karma that arises from the actions we take today and also
carries forward in the future, eventually becoming part of our sanchita as time marches on. In
understanding prarabdha, we look back at the sanchita we have carried forward, whether it is
good karma or bad karma. If we practice good karma today, it will deplete the bad karma that is
part of our sanchita and lighten the burden each of us carries. Lastly, agami is the karma that
manifests in the future. Thus, we must carefully choose our present actions to control our destiny
better.Interestingly, only sanchita karma and agami karma can be eliminated because prarabdha
is our present, which yields results yet to be experienced and is hence labeled “unavoidable
karma.”Esteemed spiritual leader Sri Swami Sivananda quoted, “Prarabdha is that portion of the
past karma responsible for the present body. That portion of the sanchita karma that influences
human life in the present incarnation is called prarabdha. It is ripe for reaping. It cannot be
avoided or changed. It is only exhausted by being experienced. You pay your past debts.
Prarabdha karma is that which has begun and is actually bearing fruit. It is selected out of the
mass of the sanchita karma.”Western science has already formulated a physics treatise that
recognizes the essence of karma but as mass and energy. For example, Sir Isaac Newton
postulated there is an opposite and equal reaction for every action. Push against a wall, and the
wall pushes back with an equal force so it does not collapse. In Hinduism, karma is the law that
states every mental, physical, and emotional act is projected out into the Divine and eventually
returns to the individual with equal impact. Similarly, physics stands on the first law of
thermodynamics: Energy can be changed from one form to another, but it cannot be created or
destroyed. The total amount of energy and matter in the Universe remains constant, merely
changing from one form to another. This sounds very much like karma, suggesting that different
civilizations abide by the same truths, just that they are expressed differently.How Karmic Debt
ArisesKarma outlives the body. Your karma is not the sum of everything you’ve done in your life
but also in previous lives. When one dies, the physical body may no longer exist, but karma



continues. Karma cannot be freed until all the karmic debt is discharged. Hence it is important to
make choices that positively empower you and others. Karmic debt consists of unresolved
issues in your life you carry forward because they must be dealt with. Otherwise, you cannot
transcend into the afterlife.Karmic debt can arise due to interactions between you and your loved
ones. This is called runanubandha. “Runa” means debt arising from karma, and “anubandha”
means relationship. In a relationship, whether it be with a friend, child, parent, co-worker, or
lover, there is a karmic debt between the two of you. The ideal is to have each loved one
reciprocate until the karmic debt is balanced. One good deed deserves another. Similarly, bad
deeds should be rectified as soon as possible, or if it’s impossible to remedy them directly,
compensate the karmic debt by doing another deed with a benefit to the other person. For
example, a boy who steals and eats his mother’s freshly baked cookies could do hours of work
in her vegetable garden, restoring the balance of karma.Another common example is between a
mother and daughter. When the daughter is born, the mother cares and nurtures the girl,
ensuring she receives all the necessities of life plus all the motherly love that can be given.
When the daughter reaches adulthood and the mother ages and cannot function as she once
did, the adult daughter will reverse roles and care for the mother.Examples are not limited to
family only and can encompass any relationship.Living through the DivineOne way to deal with
all three karmas (sanchita, prarabdha, and agami) is to offer yourself freely to the Divine, the
Supreme Universal Consciousness. Once you clear your karmic debt, you are situated to
transcend this seemingly never-ending cycle of karma. As we’ve explained, you cannot choose
to avoid present karma (prarabdha) since it’s transitory. All you can do for this type of karma is to
control your reactions and your consequences.As for past karma, sanchita, it is very rare that
one eliminates all the baggage from the past, usually carried forward from another incarnation of
the soul. However, by undertaking deep Yogic practices, it is possible to exhaust it fully by setting
aside your mind and doing the deed in the name of the Divine. This way, you are not the
perpetrator of your actions, but instead, you are offering yourself up for the Supreme Universal
Consciousness. This deep cleansing also removes future karma (agami) since you personally
do not acquire that karma. Instead, you are acting as an instrument for a higher power to do
positive good.If you have not exhausted all your karmic debt, you will be reincarnated in another
body. However, if you cleanse all your karmic debt, you have attained moksha (also called
liberation). There are two schools of thought about what moksha means, but essentially in either
scenario, you have attained unity with the Divine, and you are freed from the cycle of death and
rebirth. One outcome is like you are a drop of water that has joined the ocean (the Supreme
Universal Consciousness), and you become one. The other outcome is similar to you becoming
a beautiful, green-colored parrot that lands in a dazzling green tree and blends in so you are no
longer seen distinctly. However, you retain your own identity in servitude to the Divine.Destiny vs.
Free WillWe’ve already pointed out that while we can’t do much to manage present karma
(prarabdha), we definitely have a lot of leeway to make choices that affect our lives. One school
of thought is that our free will determines our destiny. Our destiny is the sum of choices chosen



to lessen our karma and achieve happiness.Vedic astrology recognizes and validates life’s four
aims: dharma, artha, kama, and moksha. Moksha, as we’ve already explored above, is the end
result of life. What then are the other three? Moksha is the anchor for the first three goals.
Without moksha, there is no justification and no framework for dharma, artha, and kama, which
all must lead to liberation, the essential accomplishment for humans.The first aim, dharma,
relates to our moral compass. When living your life, you must strive to be ethical and to
accomplish achievements, so it respects your peers. For example, if you rob a bank and steal
money, that certainly accomplishes the goal of having a fortune, but the underhanded way you
go about this will undoubtedly lead to bad karma. Instead, let’s say you founded a company,
employed several people, and sold enough products or services to earn a fortune. This is good
karma—passed on to many others through gainful employment, tax revenue to the government
to pay for social services, pride in results, and model corporate citizenship. In short, dharma
brings meaning and honor to a person’s life.The second, artha, is about achievement, mainly in
wealth and income that not only maintains your standard of living, but also allows you to give to
others, such as gifts to loved ones to make them happy, or to charity to help people in need. This
ability to earn money spreads good karma because money is a reward for hard work and wise
choices. Moreover, money is a way of spreading good fortune (and karma) without you having to
be present everywhere. For example, a generous donation toward cancer research could lead to
lives saved, even if you were not the one making the discoveries.Kama, the third goal, is more
intangible but no less important. It relates to desire, to the need for happiness and love. It is a
well-known saying that “love makes the world go round.” If you please people, the chances are
favorable that those happy people will meet others in a good mood and spread positivity—
enhancing your karma.
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Stunner, “Very Interesting Guide. Saturn in Astrology: The Ultimate Guide to the Planet of Karma
is a very interesting book full of astrological, planetary and Vedic knowledge. This is one of the
many books I have read by Mari Silva and it did not disappoint. I am relatively new to serious
astrological study and found this work to be very appropriate for my current level of learning.
The book is excellent for anyone new to astrology or very advanced (I am sure). Besides a
deep dive into all things Saturn, Mari expands on Greek Mythology, Vedic Astrology, and even
Sasa yoga which I found extremely interesting. I admit the study goes way beyond my
astrological/spiritual mind, so I will merely keep this book on hand for further study and reference
(I will get the paperback and mark it up). I am glad to share this review and hope it helps you
make the decision to read. Enjoy!I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am
voluntarily leaving a review.”

Avid New Reader, “Excellent Karmic Introduction to Saturn. Excellent Karmic Introduction to
SaturnThis book is a solid detailed introduction to Saturn with a heavier presence than some of
Silva's earlier works on Vedic Astrology. While a solid knowledge of the basics of Vedic Astrology
would be helpful, Silva does provide a good comparison grounding for an understanding of
Saturn using both Western Astrology and Vedic Astrology. Saturn in Astrology: The Ultimate
Guide to the Planet of Karma contains an excellent reference list, and a good explanation of the
various types of karma (per Vedic Astrology). Silva successfully argues that the more precise
nature of Vedic Astrology lends itself to a deeper understanding of Saturn, the nature of karma,
signs it rules, and karmic periods in one's life.This includes areas traditional known as the Saturn
return (ages 28-30), (56 or 57-60) and the Saturn progression through the Angular (1,4,7, 10),
Succedent (2,5,8,11), and Cadent (3, 6, 9, 12) houses. While angular, succedent, and cadet
houses are commonly used and seen in Western Astrology, in particular with sun placement in
solar return charts, Silva uses Vedic astrology to note how these houses represent time periods.
Silva provides a manner, primarily through Vedic Astrology to examine early life (Angular
houses), mid-life (Succedent houses), and later life (Cadent houses).This work is a fascinating
deep dive into the astrological origins and present day relevance of a fascinating planet.I
received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Amber, “Perfect for Beginners. Terrific guide to Saturn and how it effects our astrology and
charts, and more. As a beginner, I was grateful to find this just detailed enough to follow and
understand the why's and how's without feeling overwhelmed or inundated. The book is well
organized, contained clear and easy-to-follow examples, and flows very smoothly - I would
100% recommend!”

Elizabeth Niebla, “Loved it!. I enjoyed reading this book very much. Full of guidance and
knowledge. Mari Silva truly has an eye for detail.I received a free copy of this book via



Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

ronald skirvin, “Informative and intertaining. Mari Silva is an intelligent and interesting author.
Once again she has provided an interesting and Informative book. I found the book quite
enjoyable and look forward to further books”

Roberto Marín Parra, “Saturno en. Como todos los libros da Mari es conciso y completo , con
datos astronómicos, mitología, sus características y efectos en las distintas casa y aspectos,
realmente muy completo y sin abrumar al lector con enormes cantidades de información inútil”

Don G Weyant, “Karma sharma. Wow for one thing I did know Saturn was the Karma planet but
that makes perfect sense as we have Mercury, and now Saturn. Just knowing this we can now
guide our lives through a stream of water that could take us down.  Thank you Mari S.”

David Ferguson, “Interesting book. I thought it was well written and alot of information in there. I
didn't realize there was so much history in astrology though.”

The book by Mari Silva has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 17 people have provided feedback.
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